
Cell-Energy equals Life-Energy

We all would like to live as long as possible and be healthy along the way. Latest research
has shown that in the next 20 to 50 years, a life expectancy of 120 years or more is well
within reach.

However, it is not only important to bring more years into your life but more importantly
to bring more life into your years. This is what real Anti-Aging is about. Real Anti-Aging
hereby focuses on the smallest units of our body, our body cells.

Our body consists of approx. 70 trillion body cells. If these tiniest building blocks of life
are healthy and full of energy, than we are healthy and full of life energy too, far into
advanced age. If our cellular energy drops, we will first notice a drop in performance, and
then we will notice disruptions of our well-being and in further stages we will develop
serious illnesses.

In order to break this vicious circle we need to maintain or even increase our cellular
energy. The fact that energy equals life has been known by the old Chinese for over a
thousand years.

In traditional Chinese medicine and in natural medicine in general, energy deficiencies
and energy blockages in the body are the number one reason for all illnesses. High cellular
energy is therefore the basis for a long, healthy, energetic life and youthfulness into
advanced age.

In order to produce a maximum amount of energy, our cells, which work just like a
burning fireplace, need to have a daily ration of fuel and lighter in the form of nutrients
and vital substances, such as the elixir of life, oxygen. They need to be cleaned of
acids and toxins and they have to be protected and cared for on a regular basis.

More cellular energy with the fully "patented" Fitline Optimal Set - The all in one Anti-
Aging Program that starts at the roots.

The Fitline® Optimal Set has been especially developed to provide our cells with exactly
what they need in order to achieve maximum cellular activity and cellular energy. We
could say it attacks the problem by the root:

Basics Plus® for an improved supply of nutrients and vital substances, healthier
intestines, improved digestion and intake of nutrients and vital substances.

Protection against Free Radicals (supported by All in 1000 Yoghurt), Activize Oxyplus®
for an optimized oxygen supply and for greater physical and mental fitness.

Restorate® for an optimal reduction of acid and waste, for an optimal recovery,
better sleep, stronger nerves, strong bones, teeth and weight loss.

Starting at around 35 years of age, Emusol Q10 + E for additional protection against
oxidative stress, better energy intake and a more stable cardio-vascular system.
Indulge yourself with a rejuvenation program second to none!

From a total of 70 trillion body cells, about 600 million are being newly formed daily. Over
a period of about 3 months, a large part of our body has "renewed" itself. We also call this
a cell renewal cycle.

If these cells, with the help of Fitline products are being optimally supplied with nutrients,
vital substances and oxygen, are purged of toxins and acids and are being protected
against oxidative stress, they will be healthy and full of energy.



Generally, over a period of 3 months, our intestines have been revitalized also, thereby
creating the basic requisite for optimal digestion, detoxification and improvement of
the immune system. In other words, the self-healing ability of our body is getting
restored. 

Ideally, this is done in conjunction with a balanced diet as well as sufficient
exercise, recreation and proper breathing.

Do you know your true potential?

If you really want to experience the full effect of the Fitline products, if you really want to
feel your own life energy, if you really want to give your cells a rejuvenating cure, you
should try the Fitline products at least for three months - then you will really get to know
what your real potential is!
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